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ITI don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as Custily as Chantic{eer in tfie morning, stanaing on his roost, 
if onfy to waf(g my neigh60rs up. ' -. :Jfenry t])avitf'lTioreau 
Chantic eers 
By JASON BREED 
Sports Editor 
The Coastal Carolina men t s basketball 
program qualified to go to the NCAA Tour-
nament. For the third time in four years, 
second seed Coastal won the Big South 
Conference Championship. They defeated 
the Eagles of Winthrop University last Sat-
urday with a 78-65 victory. 
The Chanticleers began the tournament 
with a 79-66 win over Charleston Southern. 
Guard KeKe Hicks led the Chants in scoring 
with 21 points while Mohammed Acha 
pulled in 10 rebounds. The game was a 
rematch of the tournament last year when 
Coastal was knocked out in the first round 
by CSU 58-54. 
The second round of the tournament 
paired Coastal against the Uniyersity of 
Maryland Baltimore County. The Chants 
rallied to a 66-59 win over UMBC after a 
close frrst half. Tony Dunkin led all scorers 
with 23 points and 11 boards. The win 
advanced them to the championship game to 
be played live on ESPN. 
The Chants started out the champion-
ship game against Winthrop on fire, making 
six of their frrst eight shots. In the frrst half 
alone Coastal made eight three point shots to 
take them to a 40-31 half-time lead. The 
second half was all Coastal as they increased 
their lead to as much as 17 points. Tony 
Dunkin led all scorers with a game high 28 
points in the tournament. 
Tony Dunkin in perfect form. Dunkin was named MVP for the fourth year n 
a row, the only player to ever achieve this honor. (Pho 0 by Bill Edmonds) 
Rollerblading, skating disco age a 
By MIGUEL PATINO 
Staff Writer 
On campus it is not uncommon to see 
students riding back and forth to class on 
bikes. It is, however, unlikely that anyone 
will see skateboarders or in-line skaters 
(better known as "rollerbladers") rolling 
down the sidewalks. Lately, campus police 
have been stopping these skaters. 
Why, might you ask, have these two, 
seemingly harmless pastimes been banned 
from the Coastal Carolina campus? "We 
don't have an authorized place to do it," said 
Lt. Wendelken about skateboarding. "We 
have actively tried to discourage it." 
Wendelken stressed that his real concern 
was with the skateboarders and not the 
rollerbladers. 
Wendelken also added: "Rollerblading, 
I think, just from watching people use both 
skateboards and rollerblades, are under more 
control. Rollerbladers don't jump off the 
steps at the Student Center or at Wheel-
wright." But if his real concern is not with 
rollerbladers, then why have the campus 
police been stopping them and giving them 
warnings? Students Jason Blaney and 
Sculley Muldune-Deakins say they have 
each been stopped three or four times. 
"Teachers do it, wedoiL It's no different 
than riding a bicycle. If you take away 
rollerblading, let's stop bicycles or let's go 
farther, let's take away golf carts" said 
Sculley Muldune-Deakin . 
These students have good reason to be 
upset, however. The official school policy 
says nothing about skating being banned on 
campus. In fact, Lt. Wendelken stated, 
"We've never given that [ taLemerit] out as 
an official school policy. It was given out 
a memo to my people." 
Jason Blaney made a good point when 
he said, "If they do start a law, they need to 
set a time out. At four or five p.m. there's 
no one on campus." Sculley added that 
before two p.m., "Chance of hitting some-
one are very slim. Chances of finding 
omeone are even slimmer." 
Both skateboarding and rollerblading 
are becoming more and more popular. The 
fact that they are becoming more like ports 
than just pastimes i becoming evident . 
They are also both relatively safe ways, at 
least as safe as bicycle ,for getting bac and 
forth to clas . 
Opinion 2 
Editorial 
This past Saturday was an official class make-up day 
here at Coastal. Some of you who may have had to give 
up part of your Saturday know what I'm talking about. 
Because they were not allowed to hold classes on Martin 
Luther King Day, professors were given the option of 
making up classes last Saturday. What a farce. 
The idea of a weekend make-up day is bad any way 
you look at it. It can be very difficult for students to 






ules is so that 
we will know 
when to plan 
to work, see 
family, take 
vacations, and 
so on. It isn't 
fair to penalize students who have to miss a Saturday 
class due to work or other plans. 
Professors can hardly be expected to give up there 
time either. While there are fev.'er professors who work 
outside of school than students, I am certain that they 
treasure their weekends as much as I do. One reason I am 
certain of this is that few professors choose to hold class 
on one of these ridiculous Saturdays. I have yet to attend 
a Saturday class. So, you ask, what exactly is it that I am 
complaining about? 
I am upset about missed classes. I am attending 
college in order to obtain an education that will allow me 
to go to graduate school and get a decent job in the 
obviously superior economy that will follow Clinton's 
taking office. I have paid my tuition, as did all of you 
who stood in line with me, and I want my money's worth. 
I have found through trial and error that I learn a great 
deal more when I attend class. I don't appreciate having 
a day of education taken from me. That's one less 
question I'll get right on entrance exams, one more idea 
I'll have to grasp without the benefit of a teacher's 
experience. 
I'm not suggesting we attend class on Martin Luther 
King day to avoid the curse of the make-up day. I would 
simply like to see the semester scheduled in such a way 
that having a make-up day is not necessary. Perhaps we 
can attend an extra day at the end of the semester, give 
up Easter Monday, something. 
Perhaps it sounds petty to be fussing about one extra 
day. But the single missed day is only a symptom of a 
larger disease. Students don't mind missing class. Stu-
dents jump up and down in excitement at the prospect of 
adayofmissedclass. Yay! Less work for us! Missing 
this one day, or any other day, means not only less work 
but less education. I for one am here to be educated and 
hope that perhaps the rest of you will join me in trying to 
get one. 
'Ifie Chanticleer March 9, 1993 
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Opinion 3 %e Chantic[eer 
Grade system ee e / • ic a I 
Indeed. an important goal of higher 
education is to provide a forum where we 
may attempt to take any special interests we 
have as far as our talent and/or means will 
allow us to. The way that America's system 
of higher education ensures America that 
such brainful interests, once realized, do not 
remain in total isolation and outside of the 
broader desires of society at large is through 
graduation req uirements. Such requirements 
see to it that students enroll in at least some 
subjects outside of their major field of study. 
Invaluable benefits of this system are the 
highly intellectual persons who graduate 
and are also able to understand a variety of 
the diverse problems which may surround 
them at anyone time. Without broad intel-
lect, few problems, if any, would ever be 
brought to conclusion. A renowned artist 
once said: "Man does not show greatness by 
reaching one extreme or the other, but rather 
by touching both ends at one time." So, I 
now turn to what I see as an immeasurable, 
yet very debilitating problem with the present 
USC system of record-keeping. I cannot 
observe one more instance of incentive-
smashing quietly. 
Anyone, for any vast number of rea-
sons, can earn a lower grade than they would 
like to have in a class. Under our present 
system of grade keeping, any such failure 
mars the students GPR for life. Because, 
even if the student finds the incentive to try 
the course again, and improves, the present 
system averages the two. in effect, the lower 
mark indicates that the student only knows 
half of what they actually know. Since it is 
hard enough to even attempt unfamiliar 
subjects in the first place, do you see the 
Letters to t 
Get Your Facts Straight 
Dear Editor, 
This lelter is in reference to the article 
by Sculley Muldune-Deakins, "Doubts lin-
ger after guilty verdict in Todd case." A 
review of the supporting information indi-
cates that the reporter is obviously lax in 
verifying his facts and/or sources. Several 
statements presented as factual are simply 
unacceptable. 
With respect to DNA evidence, it may 
be true that this is less reliable where "people 
commonly marry and combine blood lines 
with distant relatives," but there was no 
evidence presented that this situation pre-
vailedin theRegisterfamily. Consequently, 
that information is entirely irrelevant, and it 
was disingenuous of the television show 
"Street Stories" as well as the writer to 
include this as pertinent information. 
Then the wriler states flatly that the 
confession "was given under duress. tI The 
only evidence presented of this was Register's 
own words when recanting and even he 
could not come up with any claim offorce or 
intimidation. His able attorneys could not 
fmd any corroborating evidence, the judge 
incentive smashing effects that are created 
by this policy? It is my view that this method 
is not only patently incorreCt. but that it is 
also patently invalid. Yea. invalid! I quote 
here from Oliver Wendell Holmes, a great 
thinker, Supreme Coun Justice, and thrice 
wounded veteran of the Civil War: 'The 
mind, once expanded to the dimensions of a 
larger idea, never returns to its original size." 
eed I say more about the invalidity of the 
present system? 
I call the initiative which I have in mind 
to fix this wrong G .R.I.P.S. (Grade Replace-
ment and Incentive Program for Students). 
Outside of the practical difficulties which 
come with programming any such change 
into the system's computers, I have yet to 
encounter a good argument against it. Even 
John Palms (USC President). on his initial 
tour of the branch campuses, agreed that this 
idea had great merit. His only drawback was 
that, if enacted, all of the USC campuses 
would have to do it together. 
Now some of you will think that I am 
talking about removing some "quality" pun-
ishment that is necessary for any students 
who fail a·class. To you, I say only this: It 
is not our place to determine whether or not 
someone had a reason to fail. This sort of 
vengeful thought has absolutely no place in 
higher educatipn; the failure alone i pun-
ishment enough. Sure, a student's record 
can still show the exact grades earned in all 
of the classes that were taken, but the fact 
remains that students gained intelligence up 
to the last day. Yet another important sup-
porting argument is this: if a student finds 
the means to retake a class, then sit through 
that class and work hard enough to earn an 
"A," he has wor cd harder than the tudent 
who has taken the cour e only one tim. 
Those of you who complain of medi rit' 
among our students had beuer realize thi . 
In conelu ion, there is not a single one 
of you out there who would agree that it i 
fair to be given only half of 'hat you earn. 
This administrative policy must be changed 





eE r / readers es on 
was not convinced, nor was the jury. This 
judge, incidentally, would not allow testi-
mony regarding the defendant's prior threats 
to another woman so it would not appear 
that he was biased. 
The reporter also states that the confes-
sion given was without witnesses, a tape 
recorder or a lawyer in attendance and that 
"In any court this would be a classic case of 
inadmissible evidence." It is a fact that the 
defendant was read his Miranda rights prior 
to giving the confession, so it is clearly 
admissible in any court, notwithstanding the 
reporter's opinion to the contrary. One 
wonders what study of the laws of evidence 
and admissibility prompted this journali tic 
assertion. Was thepresidingjudge unaware 
of this verity? 
Another item that bothers the author 
was the fact that Register voluntarily gave 
blood for the D A test which might con-
ceivably incriminate him. The victim's 
mother testified that she had asked him to 
take the test and he was reluctant but went 
ahead upon her urging. It would seem that 
refusal at that point would most certainly 
have cast suspicion. One can only speculate 
what went on in Register's mind at that time. 
Then the story ugge lS the possibility 
of an accomplice. Again, absolutely no 
evidence of this was offered, but even if so 
would Register have been Ie guilty? 
The "Ie s than perfect" police inve ti-
gation also seemingly created doubt in the 
real world. But if a humanly flawed inve -
tigation still produces enough incriminat-
ing evidence to convince a jury of 12 strang-
ers of guilt, then it mu t be a ceptable to 
society. Add to thi the fact that the defen-
dant was represented by three of the leadin 
defense attorneys in th comm unity and one 
would have to condud that justice was 
served. 
Like all citiz "ns, a journalist ha the 
right to air his opinions, but readers have the 
right to hope that such opinions will 
founded on solid fa ts and ound re earch. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Crowgey 
Editorial i Out of Line 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing in re ponse to the editorial 
on page two of the February 23, 1993 i ue 
of The Chantideer which dealt with Presi-






with HIV immigrating into the U ited S 
y problem' no ith the 0 ioi 
me of th ordio in th 
hae 
opmion. 
Opinion 4 'TTie Clianticfeer 
Poetic Justice / Chuck Banazewski, Staff Writer 
"Poetic Justice" is a column dedicated 
to exploring and explaining five different 
historical epochs of poetry dating back to the 
17th century. Its main focus will be on the 
poets and the styles used to make each of 
these literary eras significant in their own 
right The majority of the poets who will be 
discussed are of the English persuasion, but 
I will try to incorporate some American 
poets that may be more familiar to Coastal 
students. The five epochs that are to be 
covered are the Metaphysical, the Roman-
tic, the Late Victorian, the Modernist, and 
the Contemporary eras in chronological or-
der. 
Victorian poetry was a complex and 
confusing era of literature that evolved in 
England during the end of the Romantic 
movement. Victorian poetry fIrst appeared 
in the late 1830s with the arrival of Queen 
Victoria to the throne, but didn't became a 
significant movement until about 20 ears 
later with the departure of Romantic ideals. 
Many readers accidently confuse Vic-
torian poetry with the Romantic movement 
because many of the members associated 
with this era were originally Romantic poets 
who had changed their ideas and beliefs 
abo~t what topics poetry should cover. 
Victorian poetry centered around two 
basic concepts which drastically separated 
itself from its Romantic predecessors. The 
fIrSt concept was dedicated to expressing 
and exploring strong domestic and national-
istic beliefs of both past and present times. 
The second and most symbolic of this era 
was the installation of strict moral values. 
The moral values these poets wanted to 
portray were themes simply based on the 
belief that pleasurable ideas and actions 
shouldn't be interpreted as art. Instead, the 
practice of prudence should be the accepted 
nonn of the late 19th century. One of the 
poets to emerge as the spokesman of Vic-
torian poetry was a man named Alfred Lord 
Tennyson. 
Alfred Lord Tennyson (1809-92) was 
the fourth son of the rector of Sommersby in 
Lincolnshire. Tennyson was very well 
educated as a youth and eventually attended 
Cambridge University where he was en-
couraged to pursue a life of poetry. His first 
book was written with two of his brothers in 
1827. Charles and Frederick Tennyson were 
significantly overshadowed by their brother, 
but that was mainly because they chose not 
to dedicate their lives to poetry. Frederick 
spent most of his time outside of England, 
unlike his brother who seldom left Charles 
on the other hand changed his name to 
Turner and spent most of his life as a Prot-
estantclergyman in Lincolnshire. Tennyson 
spent considerable amounts of time with 
men like William Gladstone who was la-
belled England's political "moral crusader." 
Tennyson's mind was always libezal con-
cerning Gladstone's moral beliefs of change 
in England, but his heart remained conser-
vative until his death. 
Tennyson was the most popular poet of 
the Victorian age. Hispoetrycenteredaround 
the theme of glorifying Great Britain's vast 
history and rich heritage. His poems mainly 
dealt with heroic figures, nationalistic val-
ues, and England's gallant military expedi-
tions. Tennyson also wrote in a highly 
decorative, musical style and his poetry pos-
sessed strong dramatic insight and feeling. 
Tennyson was also influenced by the moral 
concerns throughout his works. 
"Come, my . 
friends. Tis not 
too late to seek 
a newer world. II 
- Tennyson 
A strong example of Tennyson's na-
tionalistic love for English history is present 
in his lengthy work "Ulysses." Here's an 
excerpt: 
"It little profits that an idle kingJ By 
this still hearth among these barren cragsJ 
Matched with an aged wife, I mete and 
doleJ Unequal laws unto a savage raceJ 
That hoard and sleep, and feed, and knew 
not mel ... F<r some three suns to store and 
Monk's Corner / Ahaseurus, the Wandering Jew 
Being one of the oldest religions, J uda-
ism has necessarily colored the way that the 
Western world has seen things. Along the 
way it has coupled with the philosophies of 
the Greeks, the influx of Indian spirituality, 
and the undying influence of the Holy Ro-
man Empire. Judaism led to Christianity, 
which later led to the colonization and na-
tionalization of the New World. However, 
along the way of linear time, the J udeo-
Christian religion has had to grow and mu-
tate. It has had to make itself relevant to 
contemporary times. And nowhere is it 
more relevant than in the problems of the 
Middle East But somehow I'd have imag-
ined that the practitioners would have grown 
up with their religion; the truth is that they 
remain regressed, anal-retentively in the 
Dark Ages of the past 
A question that remains is; what can 
Judaism really teach us? Well, it's a great 
history lesson. Also, the Ten Command-
ments still remain as a true measure of 
human integrity. Yet, what's all this about 
an eye for an eye, kosher food, no pork, 
prayers throughout the day, humbly serving 
your Master, etc.? Isn'tthisabitold? Haven't 
sanitary conditions improved? Aren't we 
supposed to turn the other cheek? Didn't we 
get rid of that stupid master-scrvant crap 
with the American Revolution? 
Well, if the Jewish religion seems ante-
Kabbala 
diluvian, perhaps Jewish philosophy might 
be more interesting. Let's consider the 
Kabbala. Yes, it's a mystic ttadition dealing 
with occult (that means "hidden" you stupid 
Satan-watchers) knowledge; yet it's quite 
analogous with that great pseudo-science of 
today: psychology. Kabbala itself devel-
oped in an attempt to read between the lines 
of the Books of Moses. The Word of God 
when received by humans is only a tool to 
further enlightenment The Word is a key to 
unlock one's soul. So the rabbis of the past 
millennium have been taking the Hebrew 
language (where numbers are also repre-
sented by letters) and trying to integrate 
what the symbols mean. (Sounds like 
Pythagoras, doesn't it?) This itself is remi-
niscent of the Rorschach test or dream 
analysis, or trying to fIgure out what a girl 
really means when she says, "Do you want 
to dance? II 
In trying to define YHWH (or God for 
us generic jerks), the Kabbalists attempted 
to define Him in the material world. Well, 
this has its problems; but luckily they hit 
upon that yin-yang tbang and composed 
YHWH of both masculine and feminine 
attributes. ([his made Him more propor-
tional- if you know what! mean.) So entered 
the idea of the Sephiroth. 
What are the Sephiroth? Well, think of 
Plato for a moment and psychoanalysts the 
next Plato had the world of the spiri~, and 
the objective/material/sensory world par-
ticipating in a tiny essence of the real thing. 
This is similarly true of psychoanalysis and 
its layers of consciousness: instinct, con-
sciousness, personal unconscious, collec-
tive unconscious--from our collective un-
conscious spring forth archetypal symbols 
from the Spiritus Mundi that influence our 
everyday actions. (What that really means 
is the same as what Plato did, only in differ-
entsymbols--okay, maybe not quite the same, 
but you get the idea). So the ten Sephiroth 
are a sprinkling of the divine into the material 
world. 
The frrst three Sephiroth are the Head 
of God. The topmost Sephiroth is unex-
plainable; it is the divine mystery. It is the 
expansion of consciousness, the marriage of 
intellect and wisdom, the meditator staring 
at the belly-button and realizing how beau-
tifullint is. From this crown, this realm of 
"I am," flows the two Sephiroth of Wisdom 
and Intelligence, the male and female. These 
March 9, 1993 
hoard myselfJ And this gray spirit yearning 
in desireJ To follow knowledge like a sink-
ing star JBeyond the uttnost bound of human 
thought! ... Come, my friends. TIS not too 
late to seek a newer worldJ Push off, and 
sitting well in order to smite! The sounding 
furrows; for my purpose hol<W To sail be- . 
yond the sunset, and baths/Of all the western 
stars, until I dieJ ... Made weak by time and 
fate, but strong in will/To strive, to seek, to 
fmd, and not to yield. " 
This epic poem displays the ancient 
beginnings of English warriors in a time 
when fighting in battle was the only valiant 
way to meet death. To grow old would be to 
die as a coward. This beli ef has crept through 
the ages of England. Even Tennyson's most 
famous work "The Charge of the Light Bri-
gade" which was a powerful description of 
the disastrous Ipission the British Light 
Brigade suffered in the Crimean War. 
Tennyson's decorative musical verse was 
present in most of his wodes and enabled his 
readers to fall in love with his extremely 
talented writing style. 
Tennyson's poetry was not only a reac-
tion to the Romantic movement, it was also 
a vital literary explanation of pride that the 
English people were thirsting for. Other 
poets of this era include Thomas Carlyle and 
Robert Browning. Thomas Carlyle was 
considered the strongest moral force and 
originator of the Victorian age. 
three make up the Head and from it the 
whole universe was born. From there the 
divine essence flows from the right hand to 
the left, to the body, to the right leg to the left 
leg, to the phallus/womb to' be giounded 
fmaUy in the Kingdom: God's presence in 
the material world. (Isn't this much more 
exciting than Sunday School?) These other 
seven Sephiroth are those of Mercy and 
Judgement, Beauty, Triumph and GI<X"y, 
Foundation, and Kingdom. They represent 
God's essence taking fonn in the world of 
humans. Along the way, God's essence 
must take pause to bridge the two worlds. 
(What He's really doing is stopping at 
Stuckey's.) 
So what we have is a philosophy that 
wants us to know ourselves. There are 
symbols that are buned inside us; and by 
concentrating on things we don't understand, 
we work towardsrealizing our self and our . 
divine essence. This divine essence doesn't 
necessarily mean God, but it does seem to 
point to something higher: compassion, 
perhaps, who knows? I like to think of it as 
the mind-soul: the goal of humanity. To 
push ourselves to realize what might be. To 
not be blind, but to think on all things. To 
consider who we are so that we know what 
we were. To be. YHWH. Ein Sof. Kelber. 
KSS .Thus endeth the Jewish outlook. (Thank 
God.) 
News 5 erne Clianticfeer 
Amnesty Internat-ona 
By JENNIFER HYlAND 
Assistant Edtor 
"Wben the fJISt 200 letters came, the 
guards gave me back my clothes. Then the 
next 200 letters came, and the prison director 
came to see me. When the next pileofletters 
came, the director got in touch with his 
superior. The letters kept coming and 
coming: 3,000 of them. The President was 
informed. The letters still kept arriving, and 
the President called the prison and told them 
to let me go," said a released prisoner of 
conscience from the Dominican Republic. 
The Coastal chapter of Amnesty Inter-
national is parlof the worldwide (Iganization 
that works for the release of prisoners of 
conScience -men, women, and children im-
prisoned for their beliefs, color, sex, ethnic 
origin, language, or religion, provided they 
have neither used nor advocated violence. 
The organization also focuses on obtaining 
fair trials for poiitical prisqners and works 
against torture and executions in all instances. 
Amnesty is independent of all governments 
and political interests and is funded solely 
on donations from its memlx2's. 
" Amnesty makes a differ-
ence. By writing letters and 
getting responses, I think 
that we could definitely 
change the world." 
- Adam Doubleday 
Amnesty International has over 2,000 
campus programs in high school, colleges, 
and universitiesacro<;s America. "Ourclub' s 
purpose is to do basically three thLgs: in-
Jour de Fete playing March 21 
SUbmitted by Margaret Fain 
Jacques Tati returns to the fIlm series with "Jour de Fete," his fIrSt f~ f.tlm, on 
March 21. Tati is the local postman in a sleepy French Yillage who become obsessed with 
bringing the modem American ideas of postal service to his town. The result are hilarious, 
and Tati t s physical humor is superb. This is one town that will never be the same again. 
Take this opportunity to catch one of Tati's best, but little seen, films. The fIlm will be 
shown on Sunday, March 21 at 3:00 p.m. in Wheelwright A.uditorium. Tickets are $2.00 
for students with a Coastal I.D. and $3.00 f(Iothers. 
%an~, Coastd 













Myrtle Ridge Shopping Center 
(next to Food Lion) 
69fgw we offer ear piercing. • 
ea.-.----
form people about hwnan rights, write let-
ters to government officials, and undertake 
special campaigns for specific region . For 
example. this semester we are concentrating 
on the former Soviet Union." explained 
Amnesty'S Coordinator Emma Pearce. a 
The group sends letters and cards to P. 
government officials on behalf of prisoners 
of conscience, in hope of generating pre -
sure for their release. 
&&J joined Amnesty International because 
I found that it was one of the thing that 
really interested me that was trying to chang 
the world for the better," said Adam 
Doubleday, a member of the Coastal orga-
nization. 
Each week the club works on Urgent 
Action appeals ent from Amne ty 
International's USA Colorado Office. Th 
UrgentAction etwo islocatcd in over 60 
countries. Club members receive hac -
ground infonnation about individual ho 
are under the threat of torture or other pri -
oner -related severe circum lances and are 
given the addresses of the country's govern-
ment authorities. 
Commented Doubleday, "Amne ty 
YOUIl AIlfA 
McDONALD'S· 
WOULD UKE YOU TO 
BE PAilT Of au RAMI 
,--------------------------
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Fabian and Hennigan crowned Queen and King 
SuKmitted by Public Relations 
The 1993 Homecoming King and Queen 
were crowned at Coastal as part of the 
college's Homecoming celebration on Sat-
urday, February 27. 
Christopher Hennigan, a freshman from 
Conway, S.C., was named 1993 Home-
coming King and Tonya Fabian , a sophomore 
from North Granville, N.Y., was named 
Homecoming Queen. 
Hennigan is majoring in secondary 
music education at Coastal. He is a member 
of the Coastal Carolina Gospel Choir, Coastal 
lazzEnsembleandCoastalCarolinaConcert 
Choir and participates in intramural sports. 
He was sponsored by the Coastal Carolina 
Gospel Choir. 
Fabian is majoring in marine science at 
Coastal. She is a varsity cheerleader at the 
college and enjoys playing tennis, skiing 
and hiking. She was sponsored by Sigma 
Nu Fraternity. 
Ed Graff, a freshman from Basom,N.Y., 
Float Contest Winner 
sponsored by Sigma N u Fraternity, was first 
runner-up and Brett Weissman, a senior 
from Myrtle Beach, S.C., sponsored by Phi 
Sigma Sigma Sorority, was second runner-
up for Homecoming King. 1 ulie Myers, a 
senior from Conway, S.C., sponsored by 
Antheneum, was first runner-up and Shelby 
Riddle, a junior from Greenwood, S.C., 
sponsored by Alpha Gamma Phi Sorority, 
was second runner-up for Homecoming 
Queen. 
Eighteen male students and 18 female 
students vied for the Homecoming King and 
Queen honors. Chancellor Ron Ingle 
crowned the recipients during halftime of 
the Chanticleer basketball game versus 
Campbell University. 
Students are crowned Homecoming 
King and Queen following a campus elec-
tion held prior to the presentation of the 
court. 
The Homecoming court is sponsored 
by the Campus Program Board and the Of-
fice of Student Activities. 
Sigma Nu Fraternity of Coastal won $500 in scholarships fortheirwinning float 
entered in the Homecoming competition. Sigma Nu won with their giant 
Campbel's Soup can that read "Cream of Camel- in reference to the 
Camels of Campbell who were scheduled to play agianst Coastal in the 
Homecoming game. 
Other Winners 
Spirit Contest - Alpha Sigma Phi 
Banner Contest - Dance Team 
Chris Hennigan and Tonya Fabian were crowned Homecoming Queen and 
King during halftime Saturday, February 27. 
Pyramid Contest Winner 
Bodies swayed and pyramids collapsed during the Pep Rally/Block Party 
February 26. The object of the contest was to build a ten person pyramid 
and hold it longer than any other group. Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority's solid 
base and less than daring height paid off allowing them to win the contest. 
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Don't wait until last min te: 
check out scholarships no 
Scholarships 
The Mortgage Bankers Association of 
the Carolinas is accepting applications for 
the Claude E. Pope Scholarship Award. 
Four $1500 scholarships will be awarded 
in May 1993. 
Requirements: Currently be a junior 
in a four year accredited college or univer-
sity. Must reside in North Carolina or 
South Carolina, grade point average of2.8, 
deadline March 19. Pick up applications in 
the Office of Scholarships and Financial 
Aid. 
The American Business Women's 
Association is accepting applications for 
scholarships until March 31,1993. Please 
pick up applications in the Office of Schol-
arships and Financial Aid. 
Horry Electric Cooperative WIRE 
(Women Involved in Rural Electrification) 
• Group will award a $1,000 scholarship to 
two full-time entering freshmen students 
planning to attend Coastal Carolina Col-
lege in Fall 1993. Deadline is April 1,1993. 
Please pick up applications in the Office of 
Scholarships and Financial Aid. 
The American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants is offering a 1993-1994 
scholarship for minority accounting stu-
dents. Competitive merit and need based 
awards of up to $5,000 for outstanding 
accounting students. 
Deadline July I, 1993, applications 
available in the Office of Scholarships and 
Financial Aid. 
WSPARadio 
RlNDAC offers a $1,000 scholarship 
to a rising senior from North or South 
Carolina who shows an interest in radio and 
television news. Scholarships are awarded 
based on a student's academic perfonnance 
and financial need 
Applications available in the Office of 
Scholarships and Financial Aid. Deadline 
is March 15,1993. 
Maryland Higher Education Commis-
sion has extended the Maryland State 
Scholarships to March IS, 1993. Both 
applications (FAFSA and Maryland FAF) 
must be mailed by March 15 to be consid-
ered for the scholarship. 
SC Aquatic Plant Management Soci-
ety is offering a $1,000 scholarship grant. 
Applicants must be enrolled as a full-time 
undergraduate or graduate student and in-
volved in aquatic plant or aquatic ecology 
related course work or research. Apply to: 
Danny Johnson, SC Water Resources 
Commission, 1201 Main Street. Suite 1100, 
Columbia. SC 29201. Deadline is June 1. 
Greater Columbia Lioness Club is of-
fering a $1,000 scholarship grant. 
Applicants must be studying in the fields of 
sight, hearing, or speech conservation. 
Applicants must currently be a junior or 
senior. Applications can be picked up in 
the Financial Aid Office. Deadline is May 
I, 1993. 
Orville Redenbacher's Second Start 
Scholarship Program is offering a SI, 000 
scholarship grant Applicants must be age 
30 or older, part time or full time studies in 
an undergraduate or graduate level. Ap-
plicants can be picked up in the Financial 
Aid Office. Deadline is May 1, 1993. 
The Paul Douglas Teacher Scholar-
ship is offerin$ a $5,000 ScholarshipLoan. 
Applicants must be enrolled in a program 
of teacher education pursuing a teaching 
career at the preschool, elementary or sec-
ondary level. Applicants must have been in 
the top 10% of high school and have at least 
a 2.75 GPA. For this loan to be cancelled, 
two years teaching in the U.S. will be 
required for each year of scholarship re-
ceived. Applications can be picked up in 
the Financial Aid Office. A priority date of 
4/1/93 is suggested 
The Governor's Teaching Scholar hip 
Loan Program is offering a $5,000 Scholar-
ship Loan. Applicants must be enrolled in 
a program of teacher education, be a SC 
resident, have a 3.5 GPA and have passed 
the Educational entrance exam. This loan 
will be cancelled by 20% per year for 
teaching in SC. Applications can be picked 
up in the Financial Aid Office. A priority 
date of 4/1/93 is suggested 
The SC Tax Council is pleased to 
announce that they have established a 
scholarship to be presented for 1993-1994. 
The application needs to be completed and 
retumednolaterthanMa 15,1993. If you 
should have any questions, please feel free 
to give Clark B. Parker a call at 448-4221. 
*MARCH 9: MIDDAY CI EMA -
"JASPER JOHNS: DECOY;" Broo green 
Gardens; Education Center; 12:15 p.m.; 
free with admission to the Garden, call 
237-4218. 
endo ill exhibitartsandcraf1 , fi 
entertainment.; 10a.m.-6p.m: free' 
2519. 
*MARCH 14: GENE CAMPIO 
GAR FITZGERALD PERFOR 
*MARCH 10: GARDEN ALKS AND 
TALKS -"0 TIlE WI GS OF A BUT-
TERFL V;" Brookgreen Gardens, Visitor's 
Pavilion; Anna Hyatt Huntington' etch 
for the layout of the garden too the form of 
a butterfly with outstretched wings; 3:30 
p.m.; free with admission to the Gardens; 
call 237-4218. 
LO G BAY SYMPHO yrt1 Bea 
High School Auditorium; 1. -Ra I' 
"Picture at an Exhibition," Brahm "Con-
certo for Viol n and Cello, and Fid r · 
"Overture Op. 72; 7:30 p.m.; call 44 -
337 . 
TALL BLONDE 
*MARCH 10: MID-WEEK MOVIES: SHOE;" Chapin Memorial 
"TAMING OF THE SHREW;" Chapin p.m. ; free; call 44 -333 . 
Memorial Library, Myrtle Beach; 2 p.m.; 
free; call 448-3338. *MARCH 23: IDDA CI 
"FOXFIRE;" Broo green Garden 
A -
*MARCH 12-13: ITALIAN FESTIVAL 
'93; Traditional Italian culinary specialties; 
over 100 arts and crafts exhibitors. na-
tionally recognized talent; sponsored by 
the Sons ofItaly in America; Friday. noon-
11 p.m.; Saturday, 10 am.-ll p.m.; free; 
call 650-5691. 
tion Center; 12:15 p.m.· free ith admi ion 
to the Gardens; call237-421 . 
*MARCH 13: IRISH PUBLIC 
SQUARE; Main Street. orth Myrtle 
























• Complete Diagnos Ie Tune-Up 
(guaranteed 12,000 MI.l12 Mos.) 
• Complete Engine AnalYSIS by the Allen Engine Analyze 
• Computer Print-Out of Your Engine's Condl 10 
o Appointment ecessary 
Spend the night laughing- --0----
from fife Campus Program Board 
C@rrrr@~ U@fP 
at the 
Not 50 Talented 
Ta/ent Show 
Come see your 
friends 
like you've never 
seen them before ... 
Last year's winner of the "Pot tossing contest" 
MONDAY, MARCH 22, 1993 
7:00 P.M. 
WHEELWRIGHT AUDITORIUM 





















ANon-stop laughter, totally off-the-wall, and just plain awesome! 
-Ursinus College 
















Carrot Top·s show was an enthusias iC,S 
energetic, 100 yard dash of 
hilarious comedy h 
that kept the audience in pain 
from laughing so hard!- 0 
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Fraternities are more 
than just paying dues 
By SCULLEY l\1ULDUNE-DEAKINS, Editorial 
A few weeks ago a person made a statement to me saying, "I don't want to have to buy 
my friends by joining a fraternity." By this comment, he meant that by becoming a member 
of a Greek organization, I was attempting to buy my friends through the payment of dues 
to Sigma Nu fraternity. Boy, am I tired of hearing that old "story." Well I'm going to 
attempt to clear up this popular myth once and for all. 
First of all, a little known bit of information about Greek fraternities and sororities 
alike is that they receive no money from the college, unlike almost all of the other clubs that 
operate on this campus. Unlike the majority of the other student-run organizations, the 
Greeks do not submit budgets through the school because they run completely on funds 
raised through dues and alumni. 
This itself is not a big deal, but when you look at the big picture and observe the 
overwhelming involvement of Greeks on campus in comparison 10 all other campus 
groups, I believe you'll begin to understand that the Greeks, as a whole, have been given 
a bad name. 
I believe that 2/3 of all campus activities are both supported and organized by the 
Greeks of this campus. Homecoming, karaoke, "Let's go to the movies," campus 
Olympics, pep rallies, intramural, and many more campus activities are made up of mostly 
Greeks but are rarely attributed to them. By paying dues to my Greek organization I am, 
in a sense, paying my own way, unlike the persons on campus who get their monies from 
the school in !he form of a handout I work for the money that I pay my dues with an~ feel 
some what insulted when people call fraternities "elitist social clubs." This is the farthest 
from the truth. 
We, the Greeks, have chosen to take the leadership position on this, and other 
campuses. If this is looked upon as being" elitist" then so be it. Dues are the means in which 
we (the Greeks) operate and we should have, but do not ask for, more respect due to the fact 
that we, as a whole, carry our own weight, both on campus and in our own lives. 
Update on Phi Sigma Sigma 
Submitted by Joanne Ward 
January 17, 1993 marked a major stepping stone for the women of Phi Sigma Sigma. 
It was on this date that former Delta Phi Omega was ribbon pinned and became a colony 
of the National Sorority Phi Sigma Sigma. Since that date, we have sponsored and been 
involved in many on and off campus events On March 1, Phi Sigs in conjunction with 
Campus Program Board, sponsored an Alcohol Awareness Program, "Altered States," 
with guest speaker Kim Alexander. A reception followed to which all faculty and. stude~ts 
were invited. March 6 entailed a Rockathon, held at Myrtle Square Mall, m whIch 
proceeds by the Phi Sigma Sigma Foundation, ben~fited the National K!dne~ Foundation. 
We will also participate in the annual March of DImes Walkathon WhICh wIll be held on 
April 3. Our organization is eagerly anticipating Chapter induction to be held April 24. 
We are looking forward to a successful Fall Rush 1993! 
ACORD survey has surprising results 
Submitted by Vicki Gardner 
According to a recent report put together at Princeton Uni-
versity entitled ACORD, a survey of high school students found 
that 390/0 of males said it was "acceptable for a boy to force sex 
if the girl is stoned or drunk." 
Since alcohol may increase hostility and aggression in some 
people and impairs judgement and coordination, thereby in-
creasing vulnerability, in others - the combination of alcohol 
and dating might be very dangerous. 
Have a safe, fun Spring Break. Be careful about the com-
panions you choose and the drugs you use. 
Health Information 
Submitted by Patti Loebs, R.N. 
Emergency Medical Services 
Coastal Carolina College does not 
provide emergency medical services on 
campus. All medical emergencies should 
be handled by the Emergency Medical 
Service (EMS) by telephoning 911. Cases 
requiring 911 include: Life-threatening 
conditions such as cardiac ~or respiratory 
conditions; the presence of severe bleed-
ing; acute illnesses such as severe asthma 
attacks, repetitive seizures, diabetic emer-
gencies, stroke, poisoning; and 
trauma-related accidents resulting in pos-
sible fractures or multiple injuries. . 
If you call 911, always notify the 
Campus Police at ext 2177 so that they 
might direct the EMS vehicle to the emer-
gency site and to assist with crowds and/or 
traffic. 
For more information about medical 
emergencies call Campus Police at exten-
sion 2177 or the nurse in Health 
InformationlMedicalReferral at extension 
2329. 
Sexually transmitted disieases are in-
fections you can caich through sexual contact 
Most bacterial STD's, like gonorrhea, 
chlamydia, and syphilis, are relatively easy 
to cure with antibiotics if caught earl y. Viral 
STD's like AIDS and genital herpes, are 
more difficult to treat and are often incur-
able. 
You do not need to feel guilty, ashamed, 
or embarrassed if you think you have an 
STD. Do not let these feelings prevent you 
from getting treatment. 
No one is immune to STD's. Everyone 
who is sexually active can get or transmit an 
STD. It does not matter if you are rich or 
poor, homosexual or heterosexual. "Nice" 
people get herpes; "straight" people get 
AIDS. Reduce your risk by protecting your-
self. 
For information about AIDS, STD's, 
and free condoms contact Patti Loebs, RN in 
the Health Information Referral Service (ext 
2329) from 8:10 a.m. to 5 p.m. located 
upstairs in the Student Center or the Horry 
County Department of Health. 
TUESDAY FAMILY NIGHT • 
112 'RICE BURGERS! · 
5PM - CLOSE 
FULL-SIZE #1 AND #2 BURGERS ONLY 
HAPPY HOUR! 
GET YOUR FAVORITE 
SOFT DRINK AT 1h PRICE! 
EVERY DAY, 3-5 P.M. 
All Coastal students and employees with 
valid ID. receive 10% off regular price 
.. r-----------------, 
I 5 BURGERS FOR * I : $S 0 . • 
I .~~ I 
I 5 Large # 1 or #2 Si0e Single 11INn:. I 
I 
Sonic Burgers for Only $5 p..ta ee-. f);". I 
NoI good wiiJi OIlY od,., oIfw. • I 
I 
On. COUP-O" IX'! cullOlll ... r- .,i.... No cosh ...,Iu.. _ 
·Ch .... EXlro Chorg.: HURRYI ExPU"·3·31·93 .,993 s.-.......... I I A. porticipo""9 Dr...,~n •• only. 
~-----------------~ r--------~--------, 
• SINGLE COMBO *: ! $1·99p;.m : 
I Any Large Single Sonic Burger, Fries 1~16. I 
I ood ,\t\edium Soft Drink at'~L~ I 
NoI good with ony oIh .. oIfw. ee-. - I I On. coupon "., cullom .. , "., visit. No coIh value. • 
I 
00-. biro Charge: HURRYllxpine 3.31.93 _ - I 
AI portlcipoling DrIVe-ins. only. • 1993 $Me........... .J 
L ________________ _ 
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Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Wee Question of the Wee 
The FDA is considering bringing the "morning af er" or "a 
United States. Do you feel that American orne ou e 
Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Week Question of the Wee Question of the Wee 
Under strict supervision women should 
have access. Women should also have 
counseling beforehand. It should be 
made safe and legal, but women should 
know all that they can about it. -Andrew 
Stone field, senior 
I don't think so because it's still like 
killing something. Killing it with a pill is 
still the same thing. -Lotresa Jones, 
freshman 
Movie Watchers Anonymous 
By JASON SINGLETON 
Staff Writer 
If the research i good and women hav 
access to all of the in onnation. I d n't 
think it should be readily a railable to 
everybody. There hould be seriou 
questioning of the psychological and 
physical aspects. I feel, however. that il' 





The movie "The Vanishing" may be on 
the road to a banishing from the theaters! 
Why? Kiefer Sutherland's character was 
not a believable character during most of 
the scenes of the movie. This factor may 
come from a badly written script or from 
plain, pitiful acting. Maybe it's just me, but 
I don't see Kiefer as a sensitive, loving and 
caring person, who is in love with this girl 
who is eventually kidnapped. Supposedly. 
three years later he is still looking for his 
girlfriend. Personally I blame "The Lost 
Boys" and "Aatliners," previous Kiefer 
Sutherland movies that I enjoyed, for the 
disappointment I received from Kiefer in 
this movie. I recall one scene that looked 
like it was an actual Kiefer Sutherland mo-
ment, which in fact was believable. 
own way. I liked Barney because I spent a 
lot of time deciding whether he was crazy 
(mentally), or was he just bored and didn't 
have anything else to do but kidnap a woman 
to amuse himself. Barney seemed to be the 
only witty person in the movie. 
Aside from the acting, the script itself 
seemed to be missing a certain element that 
makes a movie a movie! Whatever this 
element is, its absence prevented the movie 
from giving the viewer any feeling. I found 
myself consciously trying to get into the 
movie and create some kind of mood to 
make the movie more interesting. 
tBrida{ tBou tq 
Besides the rest of the cast, the only 
character in the movie that was worth $3.50 
(the matinee price at the theater I went to) 
was the kidnapper, Barney, played by Jeff 
Bridges. He was, sort of, hysterical in his 
Actually, I think the movie revolved 
more around three characters getting and 
giving each other the same "medicine" and 
trying to outsmart the other, rather than the 
actual vanishing of the girl. 
Overall, the movie should be seen at 
matinee hours if one wants to spend time 
relaxing in a theater to get away from ev-
eryday stuff. If I were Siskel or Ebert, I 
would give this movie a thumbs down. 
Campus Crusade for Christ holds meet-
ings every Wednesday at 8 p.m. Meetings consist of infor-
mal Bible study concerning today·s issues as well as practi-
cal guidance in how to grow in your relationship with God. 
Meetings are open to everyone (Christians of any denomi· 








o - AT 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. 
Located in Myrtle Square Mall and 
4514 1 7 South Bypass, Socastee 
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rra~ time t the wor{d 
By SARAH LOUDIN 
Editor-In-Chief 
What does the phrase "arts and crafts" 
mean to you? To me it means my great aunt 
spend innumerable hours piecing together a 
double wedding ring quilt. It means Clyde 
Howes taking the time to teach his son to 
make violins so that he can sell his best one 
for $5000. It means Jennings Chestnut 
teaching himself to make a mandolin for his 
12-year-old son to play. That is what craft 
means. 
.9Lrts and Crafts 
crafts show eager to see some craftsmen at 
work. HA! What I saw were stuffed rabbits 
with larger wardrobes than my own. There 
were innumerable paintings of Great Herons 
looking pensively at swamps littered with 
Spanish mossy trees. I think my favorite 
"craft" had to be the lovely, lacy and 
beribboned fly swa~rs. What a wonderful 
example of the state of arts and crafts. 
Someone had taken a perfectly useful object 
and rendered it useless. The plastic mesh 
that you are supposed to use to smack the life 
from flies had been covered with cross stitch 
cloth with cozy sayings stitched on them. 
"Home is where the heart is." "Love makes 
the world go 'round." "Friends are forever." 
"No matter how thick you slice it, it's still 
bologna" You know. cute stuff that has the 
potential of making a difference in the way 
you live your life. 
What craft has come to mean is a differ-
ent story. I was flipping through channels 
the other day, trying to flip so fast that I 
would not actually have to listen to frag-
ments of conversation, when my attention 
was stopped by a woman with a sheet of 
bubble packing. You know what I'm talking 
about, that plastic stuff with air bubbles that 
no one can keep from popping. Well, this 
woman had a sheet of the really big bubbles, 
the kind you can jump up and down on. She 
was going to make crafts with it I was 
mesmerized. 
She fIrst painted the whole sheet green, 
being very careful to demonstrate the proper 
swirly technique. She then painted the top 
of each bubble yellow. Hmmmmm, what 
could it be? She wrapped the sheet around 
a king size ravioli can and attached it se-
curely. What? A pencil holder? No, wait, 
she then produced a handful of foil-like, 
shimmery, green, leafy stuff. She attached 
that to the top of the can and Viola! a 
pineapple. Apparently she had made an 
entire fruit bowl out of this stuff. I though 
the grapes were particularly nice. 
What in heaven's name has the world 
come to? Did that woman use some particu-
lar skill that she had been gifted with? Why 
would anyone want a pineapple made out of 
bubble wrap? 
This brings me to an "art" that is 
somewhat closer to home. You've seen jt, 
you may be wearing it: puff paint and 
sequins. Once upon a time women spent 
hours embroidering table cloths, napkins, 
coverlets, and nightgowns for their hope 
chests. Now women buy tubes of neon paint 
and squirt it on t-shirts and sweatshirts. 
Have you no self-respect? 
This past summer I went to an arts and 
International Corner / Yasemin Saib, staff writer 
Ever since I frrst came to the U.S. I have 
had a million people ask me a million differ-
ent questions about Saudi Arabia, which 
was fIne. In fact I kind of liked the attention 
that I got from everyone for being different, 
however, I also remember times when I've 
had people ask me (let's just say) very 
"interesting" questions. The most common 
ones are: "Do you ride camels to school and 
live in a tent in the middle of the desert?" 
First of all, camels are used only for 
camel racing and occasionally as pets for the 
natives that live in rural areas. Cars in every 
model and fashion are found in Saudi Arabia 
and are used by most of the population. 
Secondly,homesarealmostalwaysdesigned 
by civil engineers or architects, and fur-
nished by interior decorators just like you 
seehere. And finally, if you check your 
geography you would notice that Saudi 
Arabia is surrounded by two seas, the Per-
sian Gulf in the east and the Red Sea in the 
west, which means that, no, not all of Saudi 
Arabia is desert and, no, people just don't 
live in deserts in the middle of nowhere! 
I really should not blame anyone for 
asking me these questions because some 
people are culturally deprived and don't 
Pretty and Pink Caddy Service 
Port time help neede.d 
Drive cart, wipe off clubs, seNe refreshments, etc. 
Call (803) 272-9403 North Myrtle Beach, S.C. 
Owner: Norman Anderson 
CRUISE SHlP EMPLOYMENT 
Now hiring students. 
$300/$900 weekly. 
SummerlFull Time. Tour Guides, 
Gift Shop Sales, Deck Hands, 
Bartenders, Casino Dealers, Etc. 
World travel 
Caribbean,Alaska,Europe,Hawaii. 
No Experience Necessary. 
Call 1-602-680-0323 Ext. 23. 
HEADACHE RELIEF 
Sinus. tension. migraine. and 
chronic headache relief. with a 
combination of Biofeedback and 
Meditation. Money back if not 
helped. Call Dr. James E. Dunn, 
Aquarius Stress Counseling 
Center, Myrtle Beach, 
626-8170. 
have the opportunity to learn more about those who are notacquainted with my country 
other places in the world, especially the become more familiar with the area. Hey, 
Middle East I chose to write this article for what can I say? I'm an International Studies 
one reason, and one reason only, to help major; this is my job. 
Don't Miss Your 
Opportunity To 
Study Abroad 
This Summer ... 
Oxford, England 
14-
For the sixth year, Coastal Carolina 
College is offering its summer Oxford 
Experience. <lasses are taught by USC professors 
at Oxford University's Manchester College for up to six hours of 
USC credit. Courses include English literature, International 
Strategic Management and Business, British Civilization, Philoso-
phy, and History of the English Language. 
To be considered for this progr m, yo 
must contact the Office of Internatio a 
Programs no later than Friday, 12. 
For rmre · nforrmfion, mnlod Geoff Parsons, 
Office of IntemoIioml ProJorns of (803) 349-2054. 
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Sports 1~ rrfte Clianticfeer 
By JASON BREED 
Sports Edtor 
Question: What collegiate basketball 
player has his own billboard, a song made in 
tribute to him, the best nickname in college 
basketball, and has more jams than 
Smuckers? 
Answer: Tony "Slam" Dunkin. 
When it was announced at the Big South 
Tournament banquet last Wednesday, Tony 
Dunkin became the only player in Division 
I collegiate basketball history to win the 
Conference MVP four years in a row. 
Dunkin, the 6-7 sensation out of Rains, SC, 
has had the best season of his career this 
year. Dunkin is averaging 25 points per 
CAA from page 1 
By winning the Big South again this 
year, Coastal continued their tradition of 
either winning it all or losing in the frrst 
round. 1be Chants improved their tourna-
ment record to 8-5 (8 tourneys), and their 
ovtnll record to 22-9 for the season. 
On March 14 the CAA will announce 
the pairings and seeds for the 1993 CAA 
Tournament The eight sites for the fIrst 
round of the tournament are in Winston-
Salem. C; Orlando, R..; Syracuse, NY; 
ashville. TN; Indianapolis, IN; Salt Lake 
City. lIT; and Tucson. AZ. 
On March 29 at 4:00 p.m. Room 204 Student Center 
Dr. Albiniak will be speaking on stress management. 
Sponsored Student Activities Leadership Development. 
c," ~ft':"'<J' :-" -::)~ ~fr("n:;:D<J:J!,rc; 
C'~'--~-~/ ~~rv ~~~~~ 
~ ~~ ~ [%1~~ 
DIVISION I AYERAGES 
1. Ernie Williams .............. __ ---26.3 
2. Eddie Lesaine..-_______ .24 
3. Broderick AdalllS.._ .............................. .23.6 
4. Corneilus Chestnut ............. __ ...23.6 
S. Mark Rogers . ... .. ...... ___ ..21 
6. Eric Howe_ ........ __ ..................... 20.2 
7. "Reese" • ____________ -20.2 
8. Mike Chambers... . ............ ______ 18 
9. Greg Fant __ ........ _____________ 18 
10. Bo Bryan. _____________ .17.2 
DIYISION II AYERAGES 
1. Steve Eschler ---_____________ ..25.1 
2. Baker Leigh. ___________________ .23.1 
3. J.P. Ringer __________________ ... 17.3 
4. Jason Hoffman ________________ .17 
S. Hege Wang. ___________________ .16.2 
6. Pete Gerace _____________________ lS.2 
7. Harold McGrath. ________________ .t4.7 
8. Mack Syler ___________________ .14.4 
9. Stacie Gamble. __________________ .13.6 
10. Kyle Burns.. ___________________ l1.8 
Big East F1ight 
S.I.D. 



















game and 8 rebounds. 
While he is the only player to ever in 
the Conference MVP award four years 
straight, some of the biggest names in bas-
ketball have received it three times. A fe of 
those players include: Pistol ~ete Maravich. 
Ralph Sampson, Dave Thompson. and Bill 
CartwrighL Dunkin has also received the 
All-Tournament MVP in two of the past 
three years. 
Some other honors that were earned thi 
year: Tony was named an Honorable Men-
tion All-American and voted the ninth be t 
small forward in college bas etball by CAA 
Magazine, and CAA magazine also calls 
Dunkin one of the ~'Most Breathtaking 
B 
TABLE TE IS WIN ER: BEAU B VA 
o BIWARDS WI ERS: MARCELO CASTILLO 
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Sports 14 %e Cfiantic{eer 
Perspective on sports: 
Coastal's chances in NCAA 
By RIK EDGAR 
Graduate Assistant 
March madness has invaded Coastal 
Carolina once again. 
The Chanticleers led by its "Trio of 
Terror", Mohammed Acha, Tony Dunkin, 
and KeKe Hicks, defeated a pesky Winthrop 
team 78-65 to capture their third Big South 
Championship in four years and more im-
portantly gain an automatic birth to the 
NCAA tournament 
The trio combined for 72 of the teams 
78 points and has inspired the Chants into 
playing their best basketball this season. 
It didn't seem likely that Coastal would 
fmd themselves in this enviable position as 
they struggled through a 11-9 record. 
Then the dream of NCAA riches became 
a reality as the Chants managed a mid-
season turn around which accumulated in a 
school record 11 game winning streak. 
How did the Chants rebound from early 
season disappoinunent? 
Many observers would argue that it was 
the addition of outside shooting guard HIcks 
(19 ppg.) and the awesome inside play of 
Acha (15 ppg.), who incidentally has 0 % 
body fat, that has allowed four time Big 
South player of the year Dunkin (25 ppg.) to 
have the most fruitful year of his storied 
collegiate career. 
I personally disagree. 
I can correlate the "streak" to some-
thing much more subtle. 
Coach Russ Bergman's hair! 
Bergman had bee;: 10ing his beSi. Pat 
Riley imitation with his slicked back count 
the comb marks look, but on January 28 he 
arrived at courtside for the College of 
Charleston contest "Au Natural". 
This to me was the pivotal moment of 
the 1993 campaign, because after pulling 
out that hard fought victory the styling gel 
has stayed at home and the Chants have 
recorded 14 victories against only one de-
feat. 
***Personal note> You see Russ, we 
love you when you're being yourself. (In my 
best Stuart Smalley imitation) That's be-
cause you're good enough, smart enough, 
and gosh darn it people like you. *** 
Now that the Chants have received 
their invitation to the big dance can they 
tango with the best? 
It all depends on how generous the 
NCAA committee is with its seedings. 
The best the Chants can hope for is a 13 
or 14 seed, though a 15 or 16 seed is more 
likely. 
If Coastal draws a 16 seed and gets fed 
to a North Carolina, Kentucky, Indiana, or 
Arizona then you should remember the Big 
South tourney fondly because the Chants 
will be dealt a quick exit. 
Then again if the Chants get a more 
favorable seeding then there is hope. 
Cincinnati, V anderbilt, Wake Forest, 
and Utah are all highly ranked teams that 
Coastal has a legitimate shot at beating 
because they match-up well with them. 
A Coastal victory is not out of the 
question. The glass slipper has fit unlikely 
Cinderella's before. 
For example, In 1991 the lowly re-
garded 15th seeded Richmond SpideNi 
knocked off 2nd seeded Syra~use 73-69 in 
the opening round of the tournament. 
Where will the Chants opening round 
game be? 
Traditionally the NCAA tournament 
committee has kept smaller schools, like 
Coastal, close to home. With that logic you 
can expect to see the Chants playing in the 
East or Southeast region. 
Reserve forward Tarence Willis may 
have predicted the Chants destination when 
ESPN cameras caught him saying, "I'm 
going to Disney World." 
Ironically, Orlando is one of the four 
most likely sites for the Chants to begin 
their NCAA title quest. The other three 
likely sites being Nashville, Winston-Sa-
lem, and Syracuse. 
The four other possible sites are Chi-
cago, Indianapolis, Tucson, and Salt Lake 
City. 
In essence it doesn't matter where the 
Chants go. They will more than likely fmd 
themselves as a prohibited underdog and in 
a gym filled with their opponents fans, but 
why shouldn't they dream of victory? 
It seems that it would be only fitting for 
Dunkin to lead Coastal to the frrstBig South 
victory in NCAA tournament play and there 
couldn't be a much better place for the 
Chants dreams to come true than right next 
to Fantasyland. 




to tbe Chanticleers in 
from The Chantic~eer 
the NCAA : 
sta£f! 
• • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1993 ,SUMMER 
JOB FAIR 
Wednesday, April 7th 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Spadoni Park 
Meet representatives from 
hotels, campgrounds, 
restaurants, banks, and other 
local businesses. Enjoy music, 
free soft drinks, and other sur-
prises. 
If the sun fails to shine, the fair will 
be held in the Student Center. For 
more information, call the Job 
Locator Office at: 347-3161, ext. 
2333 or 2341 
March 9, 1993 
Ad vertising 15 'Ifte ClianticCeer ar h 9 199 
e 
Beginning on Marc 15, 
students ill be able to 
advance register for ay 
Semester, Summer I a d 
Summer II. 
Regis ration for May Semes er will 
be March lS-May 14. 
Registration for Summer I Will 
be March lS-June 3. 
Registration for Summer II will 
be March lS-July 8. 
Here- t e Proce 
(Summer Schedules ar(ve arch 1) 
1) Meet wi h your advisor. Have 
your advisor sign your request for 
classes form. 
2) Regis er in the Regis ration 
Office or wi h your advisor. 
3) Your schedule a d bin 1 be 
mailed 0 you in April. 
4) Pay by mail. 
S) Show up for classes. 
This registration process is no 
advertised in the Sched Je of classe . 
Regular registra ion for May Semes er, 
Summer I and Summer U doe no 
change and will be conduc ed 
according to the dates and 
instn.:.tctions in the Schedule of Classes. 
CoastaCs annua{ Spring .9Lrts !Festiva{ wi{{ be he{(£ 
March 31 through .9Lpri{ 3. 
Advertising 16 rrtie Cliantic[eer March 9, 1993 
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President CCC Gospel Choir President Excel Club Campus Judicial Board Leadership Challenge African American Associa-
tion Numbers & Bytes Cultural Explosion Committee Orientation Assistant 
LEADERSHIP WITH DIVERSITY 
Activities 





Cultural Affairs Committee 
International Programs 
Committee 
Professor of the Year 
SGA Senator 




Alph Mu Gamma Language 
Honors 
Increase cultural interaction on campus 
Work on strengthening .Campus Security 
Enhance Faculty/Student Relations 
Keep all students updated with current events on Campus 
Yasemin Saib 
Political Science/ minor 
Global Studies & German 
Sophomore 
Vice Presidential Candidate 





MAKE YOUR VOICE COUNT! 
Activities 
President of Bahai'Club 









Elections will be held on 
March 31 and April 1. 
